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registration, You can direct the download link to your network or friends by select the
bookmarks in this article and downloadQ: Can we start a war? Let's say there's some
country X, where people in general are happy and the government is doing well. But
for some reason, the Prime Minister starts a war with another country Y. Can he do it?
A: The current world's politics doesn't really work that way. First of all, even though
the prime minister can declare war, the actual law (the resolution passed by the
parliament) requires a majority vote. Generally, this is almost impossible to get, since
it usually requires something the other side is willing to do to prevent the war, like
give up its nuclear weapons, or whatever else the war is about. Second, for a war to
actually start, you need to have the appropriate factions and forces involved. The two
countries won't just get involved without a reason. A war can easily be averted. So war
is not really a decision made by a single politician. There must be a big enough (and
independent) reason for the war to actually happen. # -*- coding: utf-8 -*- from
__future__ import absolute_import, print_function, unicode_literals import time from.
import __utils __unicode__ = __utils.__unicode__ __all__ = ['get_time', 'get_time_ms'] def
get_time(datetime=True): """ Calculate current time and date. Parameters ----------
datetime : {True, False}, default = True If `True` the calculation will return the time
and date in RFC 2445 format. Returns ------- datetime : :class:`.Datetime` or
:class:`.Timestamp` Current datetime object or timestamp. Examples -------- >>>
datetime = get_time() >>> datetime.tzinfo is not None True >>>
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